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Abstract ‘‘Recently, various paradigms, for instance,

device-to-device communications, LTE-unlicensed and

cognitive radio based on an opportunistic spectrum access

(OSA) are being envisioned to improve the average spec-

trum utilization. In OSA, secondary (unlicensed) users

(SUs) need decision making policies (DMPs) to identify

and transmit over optimum frequency bands without any

interference to the primary (licensed) users as well as

minimize the number of collisions among SUs. In this

paper, we have proposed a two-stage DMP consisting of

Bayesian Multi-armed Bandit algorithm to accurately

characterize the frequency band statistics independently at

each SU and frequency band selection scheme for

orthogonalization of SUs. The analytical and simulation

results show that the proposed DMP leads to 45%

improvement in the average spectrum utilization compared

to 36–39% in the existing DMPs. Furthermore, the number

of collisions are 58.5% lower in the proposed DMP making

SU terminals energy-efficient. The performance of the

proposed DMP has been verified on the proposed USRP

testbed in real radio environment and the experimental

results closely match the simulated results.’’

Keywords Decentralized network � Dynamic spectrum

learning and access � Opportunistic spectrum access �
Multi-armed bandit � Decision making policy

1 Introduction

One of the main goal of next generation wireless com-

munication network is to increase average utilization of an

electromagnetic spectrum which is limited in nature. In

addition, energy efficiency of such network entities

including radio terminals should be as high as possible due

to obvious factors such as cost, environmental concerns

etc. Recently, various paradigms, for instance, device-to-

device (D2D) communications, LTE-unlicensed and cog-

nitive radio are being envisioned to achieve these goals

[1–4]. These paradigms are based on opportunistic spec-

trum access (OSA) in which secondary (unlicensed) users

(SUs) can use the temporarily unoccupied spectrum with-

out any interference to the primary (licensed) users [3, 4].

Usually an opportunity, in OSA, is defined as: a band of

frequencies that are not being used by the primary users of

that band at a particular time in a particular geographic

area [5]. Thus, to make OSA feasible in the dynamic

environment, SU needs DMPs to characterize the fre-

quency band statistics i.e. probability of vacancy and

minimize the collisions among SUs. To manage the pos-

sible interference [6] and problem of the imperfect channel

state information in the network, interference alignment

and other techniques have been proposed in [7, 8].

The DMPs for OSA in the centralized networks [9–11]

has been discussed in the literature. However, the main

focus of this paper is on the decentralized networks. This is

because, decentralized networks have significant impor-

tance in the next generation communication systems due to
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advantages such as no communication overhead, lower

complexity and ease of implementation along with their

suitability for large size networks, public safety networks

etc. [4]. In the OSA in the decentralized networks, DMPs

are required for: (1) Facilitating the SUs for identification

of optimum vacant frequency bands, (2) Minimization of

number of collisions among SUs, and (3) Minimization of

the frequency band switching cost. The frequency band

switching prevails when a SU switches from one to other

frequency band and the cost associated with it in terms of

power, delay, hardware reconfiguration and protocol

overhead is coined as frequency band switching cost.

The design of DMPs for single user decentralized net-

works is straightforward due to direct application of multi-

armed bandit (MAB) algorithms and reader can refer to

[12–15] for more details. Design of DMPs for multi-user

decentralized networks is a non-trivial problem

[3, 4, 16–21]. This is because, SUs do not share any

information in the decentralized networks which often

leads to inaccurate characterization of the frequency band

statistics and frequent collisions among SUs especially

when the number of SUs are large. The design of DMP for

such decentralized networks is the motivation behind the

work presented in this paper.

Recently, there has been some progress in the design

of DMPs for the decentralized networks as discussed in

more details later in Sect. 2. A well-known approach is

to use past sensing events to accurately characterize the

frequency band statistics while the frequency band

selection scheme either follows randomization approach

or prediction approach to identify distinct frequency band

for each SU. For an efficient DMP, algorithm charac-

terizing the frequency band statistics should be accurate

and Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) algorithms are

preferred [22–24]. However, the performance of other

MAB algorithms for OSA in the multi-user decentralized

networks has not been studied in detail in the literature.

In case of frequency band selection scheme, there is a

need of two-stage approach in order to allow MAB to

explore all frequency bands without affecting the average

spectrum utilization. Furthermore, the number of collision

among SUs should be minimal in order to increase the

energy-efficiency of SU terminals. This is is consequence

of SUs spending significant amount of battery capacity to

process and transmit the data. The existing literature is

perhaps not mature enough to provide solutions for these

problems and hence, the design of such DMPs need to be

explored.

In this paper, a new two-stage DMP has been proposed

for OSA in the multi-user decentralized networks. The

proposed DMP is inspired from the DMP in [3] and is

significantly novel due to following contributions.

1. The proposed DMP is based on the Bayesian MAB

algorithm, named Bayes-UCB (BUCB) algorithm,

compared to [3] which uses frequentist approach based

UCB algorithm. The algorithm selection is inspired

from the recent results which show that the perfor-

mance of UCB algorithm is inferior to that of BUCB

algorithm especially in online recommendation appli-

cations [24, 25].

2. The proposed DMP is a two-stage DMP while most of

the existing DMPs [23, 24, 26] are single stage. Design

of two-stage DMP is not a straightforward extension of

single-stage DMP and sufficient care needs to be taken

to minimize the number of collisions among SUs. This

is achieved by forming two subsets of frequency bands

based on their characterized statistics.

3. We have provided the theoretical bounds on the

performance of the proposed DMP.

4. The analytical and simulation results indicate that our

proposed DMP leads to 45% improvement in the

average spectrum utilization compared to 36–39% in

the existing DMPs [23, 24, 26]. Also, the number of

collisions are 58.5% lower in the proposed DMP

making SU terminals energy-efficient.

5. The performance of the proposed DMP has been

verified on the proposed USRP testbed in real radio

environment and the experimental results closely

match the simulated results. Simulation and experi-

mental results also show that frequency band sensing

errors do not have significant effect on the performance

of DMPs.

The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows.

Section 2 consists the related work. Section 3 contains the

proposed DMP followed by proposed USRP testbed in

Sect. 4. Simulation and experimental results are presented

in Sects. 5 and 6, respectively followed by conclusions and

future works in Sect. 7.

2 Related work

In the decentralized networks, DMPs consist of two main

tasks: (1) Characterization of the frequency band statistics,

and (2) Frequency band selection. In the next sub-sections,

we review the work done related to these two tasks.

2.1 Characterization of frequency band statistics

The classical MAB problem for a single player was first

introduced by Lai and Robbins [27] in a non-Bayesian

setting. This model discusses the essence of the MAB

problem that a player faces in an unknown environment,

where the player must not only explore to learn but also
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exploit to maximize the reward by choosing the best fre-

quency band. Agrawal in [28] proposed a sample mean

based index DMP that asymptotically achieved logarithmic

regret which means that the algorithm is asymptotically

optimal. Here, regret refers to the loss of data transmission

opportunities with respect to genie-aided DMP. Later on,

Auer et al. introduced simple index-based asymptotically

optimal algorithms, UCB1 and UCB2 in [23]. Since then

UCB and it extensions have been used popularly. Recently,

Bayesian MAB algorithm, BUCB [24] has been proved to

have better regret and lower complexity than UCB like

algorithms. Furthermore, empirical observations show that

the BUCB algorithm offers fewer number of frequency

band switchings [4]. Please refer to Sect. 3 for more

details.

2.2 Frequency band selection

The purpose of the frequency band selection is to orthog-

onalize SUs to the optimum frequency bands i.e., the group

of frequency bands having better statistics than the rest

according to MAB algorithm. The task of selection of such

frequency band for the data transmission is challenging

especially in the decentralized network where probability

of collision among the existing SUs is high. For mini-

mization of the number of collisions, in DMP, qRAND [3],

each SU, j is randomly assigned a rank RðjÞ 2
f1; 2; . . .;Ug. Here, U indicates the number of active SUs

in the network. In the subsequent time slots, SU with rank,

R(j), selects the frequency band with the RðjÞth best quality

index based on the characterization by underlying UCB

algorithm. When SUs collide, the rank is randomly and

independently re-calculated at colliding SUs. A DMP, time

division fair access (TDFS)[17], is similar to qRAND except

that the rank is rotated in round robin fashion between 1

and U in each time slot to give an equal opportunity to

access the optimum frequency bands to all SUs. Both

DMPs have been proved to have logarithmic regret and

hence, asymptotically optimal indicating that SUs eventu-

ally settles into different frequency bands. However, fre-

quency band switching cost of the TDFS [17] is high in

comparison to qRAND [3] because it increases linearly with

the number of time slots in TDFS [17] compared to qRAND

where rank and hence, frequency band changes only when

collision occurs. Hence, qRAND is preferred when high

penalty is incurred due to frequency band switching.

Another DMP, Distribute Learning Algorithm with Fair-

ness (DLF) based on qRAND [3] and TDFS [17] is proposed

in [19, 20] taking in to account the upper as well as lower

bound on the estimated frequency band statistics leading to

superior performance compared to qRAND [3] and TDFS

[17]. The number of collisions are further minimized in

[18] by using the range for the rank i.e. 1�RðjÞ�C; 8j.
Here C denotes the number of frequency bands in the

network. However, this DMP incurs higher regret for

smaller U because of the selection of sub-optimal fre-

quency bands. Taking tunable bandwidth requirements of

SUs into the account, variable filtering architecture inte-

grated with the tunable frequency band access DMP,

qt rand has been proposed in [29]. However, all these

DMPs are single-stage which means that SUs need to wait

till next time slot if the chosen frequency band is observed

as occupied. In [30], a two-stage DMP for the centralized

network is proposed where SUs sense two frequency bands

sequentially in a single time slot and access the potentially

unused frequency bands while the focus of the proposed

work is on the decentralized network.

3 Proposed two-stage decision making policy

In this section, details of the proposed DMP is presented.

As shown in Fig. 1, each time slot is splitted into three sub-

slots. In the sub-slot 1 of time slot t, at the jth SU, the

proposed DMP selects the frequency band as per Rank1,

Rj1 and senses it using the spectrum detector. Here, Rj1 can

take any integer value between 1 and U, i.e.,

Rj1 2 f1; 2; . . .;Ug. If the selected frequency band is

vacant, SU transmits data on the selected frequency band in

the remaining time space (i.e., sub-slot 2 ? sub-slot 3). If

the selected frequency band in sub-slot 1 is occupied, then

the proposed DMP selects another frequency band as per

Rank2, Rj2. Here, Rj2 can take any integer value between

ðU þ 1Þ and min(2U, C), i.e., Rj2 2 fU þ 1; . . .;

minð2U;CÞg. If the selected frequency band in sub-slot 2 is

vacant, SU transmits data on the selected frequency band in

the sub-slot 3. Otherwise, SU remains idle until the

beginning of next time slot. To begin with, network model

is explained in the next sub-section.

3.1 Network model

The decentralized network considered in this paper consist

of U SUs, j 2 {1,2,...,U} and wideband input spectrum

consisting of C uniform bandwidth frequency bands, where

C[U. Status of the frequency band at time slot t can be

either vacant or occupied. We assume that the state 1

(vacant) or 0 (occupied) of each frequency band is evolved

as a stationary Bernoulli random process across the time

slots with an unknown mean. In this paper, it is assumed

that the status of each frequency band is independent of the

status of other frequency bands as well as its status in

previous time slots. This means that the frequency band

statistic i.e., probability of frequency band, i being vacant,

is governed by some mean lðiÞ 2 [0,1] which is unknown
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to SUs. Let l ¼ ½lð1Þ; lð2Þ; . . .; lðCÞ� denote the fre-

quency band availability statistics.

In each time slot, every SU chooses the frequency band for

data transmission. Let the frequency band chosen by jth SU

in sub-slot 1 and sub-slot 2 of time slot t be Nj1ðtÞ and Nj2ðtÞ,
respectively. In single-stage DMP, if the chosen frequency

band is occupied, then SUs need to wait till next time slot for

the data transmission. But in case of two-stage DMP, SU can

choose one more frequency band. It is considered that SU

transmits over the chosen frequency band if it is sensed as

vacant whereas if multiple SUs transmit over the same fre-

quency band, collision occurs and transmission is not suc-

cessful for colliding SUs. Otherwise, it is assumed that data

transmission is successful.

Let S�ðtÞ and S(t) be the expected total number of suc-

cessful transmissions by genie-aided DMP and the under-

lying DMP, respectively. Genie-aided DMP refers to the

DMP where frequency band statistics are known in

advance and there is no collision among SUs. We assume

that the SU receives a reward 1 and c (� 1) if it success-

fully transmits on the selected frequency band in the first

and second stage, respectively. In the second stage, a SU is

given reward c, 0� c\1 as the total time available for the

data transmission in second stage is lower than the first

stage. Then, total regret of the given DMP at any time slot

t which refers to loss of data transmission opportunities in

comparison to genie-aided DMP is given by [3]:

RðtÞ ¼ S�ðtÞ � SðtÞ ð1Þ

i.e.

RðtÞ ¼
XU

j¼1

tlðjÞ � E

(
Xt

v¼1

XU

j¼1

ZujðvÞ;jðvÞ � Vi;jðvÞ � fdjðvÞ

� c½djðvÞ � 1�g
)

ð2Þ

where

djðvÞ ¼
1 ZNj1ðvÞ;jðvÞ ¼ 1

0 ZNj1ðvÞ;jðvÞ ¼ 0

(
ð3Þ

ZNj1ðvÞ;jðvÞ ¼
1; Nj1ðvÞ is free

0; Nj1ðvÞ is occupied

�
ð4Þ

ujðvÞ ¼
Nj1ðvÞ djðvÞ ¼ 1

Nj2ðvÞ djðvÞ ¼ 0

�
ð5Þ

Note that, for simplicity, we have assumed that

lð1Þ� lð2Þ� lð3Þ� � � � � lðCÞ. Also, Vi;jðtÞ ¼ 1 if the

jth SU is the sole user of vacant frequency band i in time

slot t, otherwise 0. The first term in Eq. 2 indicates total

expected reward of the decentralized network after t time

slots due to successful transmissions in the ideal scenario

i.e. when frequency band statistics are known a priori. The

second term indicates total expected reward of the decen-

tralized network after t time slots due to successful trans-

missions either in the first or second stage. In case of non-

ideal detectors with the probability of detection and false

alarm as Pd and Pfa respectively, we can re-write Eq. 2 as:

RðtÞ ¼
XU

j¼1

ð1 � PfaÞtlðjÞ � E

(
Xt

v¼1

XU

j¼1

ZujðvÞ;jðvÞ � Vi;jðvÞ

� fdjðvÞ � c½djðvÞ � 1�g
)

ð6Þ

In addition to regret, number of collisions, C(t) at any time

slot t is given by an indicator function1 and should be as

minimum as possible.

CðtÞ ¼ E
Xt

v¼1

XU

j¼1

1ðujðvÞ¼upðvÞ;p2ðjþ1;UÞÞ

" #
ð7Þ

Characterization 
of frequency 

band as well as 
Rank

VacantSelection of 
Rank1

t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4 ... t = 
Horizon

sub-slot 1 sub-slot 3

Yes

No

YesNo

sub-slot 2

Decision making as 
per Rank1

Decision making as 
per Rank2

Data transmission/
idle

Frequency band 
selection

Frequency band 
detector

Data 
transmission

Remain idle till  
next time slot

Selection of 
Rank2

Current 
Rank==Rank2

Fig. 1 The decision making framework of the proposed DMP

1 Indicator function:1flogicalexpressiong = 1 if logical expression =

true; else 0.
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3.2 Proposed DMP framework

In this section, the proposed two-stage DMP for the

decentralized network consisting of U SUs and C uniform

bandwidth frequency bands is presented. The proposed

DMP at any jth SU is given in Algorithm 1. Please refer to

Table 1 for the definitions of all symbols used throughout

the paper including Algorithm 1.

In the beginning, each frequency band is sensed once by

each SU and the parameters XNj1ðtÞ;jðtÞ and TNj1ðtÞ;jðtÞ are

updated as per steps 1–7 of Algorithm 1. In each subse-

quent time slots (t[C), quality index, q(i, t), 8i is cal-

culated for each frequency band using BUCB algorithm as

shown in steps 12–14 of Algorithm 1. This index is cal-

culated with the help of quantile of order i for a given beta

distribution as per the following equation [24]:

qði; tÞ ¼ Q 1 � 1

t
;Beta½Xi;jðtÞ þ 1; Ti;jðtÞ � Xi;jðtÞ þ 1�

� �

ð8Þ

where Q(x) is the probability that any normal random vari-

able gets a value larger than x standard deviations above the

mean and Beta represents the complete beta function, i.e.,

Euler integral of the first kind. Higher the value of quality

index, higher is the probability that corresponding frequency

band is vacant. Hence, the SU chooses the frequency band

Nj1ðtÞ having Rth
j1 maximum value of quality index as shown

in Step 15. The chosen frequency band is then sensed by

spectrum detector. Based on the sensing outcome, parame-

ters XNj1ðtÞ;jðtÞ and TNj1ðtÞ;jðtÞ are updated as shown in Steps

16–19. Note that, Xi;jðtÞ� Ti;jðtÞ, 8i; 8j. If the frequency

band,Nj1ðtÞ is occupied by primary user, then proposed DMP

allows SU to choose another frequency band, Nj1ðtÞ, using

the rank, Rth
j2, as shown in Step 12. Also, djðtÞ = 1 whenNj1ðtÞ

is occupied, otherwise 0. Based on the sensing outcome,

parameters XNj2ðtÞ;jðtÞ and TNj2ðtÞ;jðtÞ are updated as shown in

Steps 23–27. In this way, the proposed DMP uses BUCB

algorithm for frequency band characterization and selection.

Table 1 Notations and

definitions
Notations Definitions

U No. of SUs in the decentralized network, j8f1; 2; . . .;Ug
C No. of frequency bands, i8f1; 2; . . .;Cg
t Current time slot, v8f1; 2; . . .; tg
H Horizon

lðiÞ Probability of vacancy of frequency band i

lðj�Þ fj�gth highest value of l

Rj1ðkÞ Rank1 of jth SU

Rj2ðkÞ Rank2 of jth SU

Nj1ðtÞ Frequency band chosen by jth SU in the first sub-slot

Nj2ðtÞ Frequency band chosen by jth SU in the second sub-slot

S(t) Total reward (i.e., throughput) of the two-stage DMP

S�ðtÞ Total reward (i.e., throughput) of the two-stage genie aided DMP

R(t) Total regret (i.e., loss in throughput) of the two-stage DMP

RstðtÞ Total regret (i.e., loss in throughput) of the single-stage DMP

djðtÞ Indicate the vacancy status of Nj1ðtÞ
Zi;jðtÞ Vacancy status of frequency band i chosen by jth SU in time slot t

Vi;jðtÞ Collision status over frequency band i chosen by jth SU in time slot t

c Reward reduction factor for second stage

C(t) Number of collisions up to time slot t

q(i, t) Quality index of frequency band i in time slot t using BUCB algorithm

Ti;jðtÞ Number of times frequency band i chosen by jth SU up to time slot t

Xi;jðtÞ Total reward gained by jth SU over the frequency band i up to time slot t

MbðtÞ Total number of SU collisions over U-best frequency bands having

U-highest mean availability

MwðtÞ Number of SU collisions when frequency band is chosen

using the rank, Rj2

Pavail Probability of availability of the frequency band

Pd Probability of detection

Pfa Probability of false alarm
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If SU experiences collision on the selected frequency

band and djðtÞ = 1, then the corresponding rank, Rj1 is

randomnly and independently updated at jth SU as shown

in steps 28–30. The range of the rank, Rj1, in the proposed

DMP is same as that in existing single stage DMPs

[3, 17, 31]. However, the range of the rank, Rj2, is different

as shown in Step 32.

Next, the motivation behind the selection of BUCB

algorithm instead of UCB, KL-UCB algorithms etc. is

discussed. In MAB application scenario with single SU

decentralized network, any frequency band characteriza-

tion and selection algorithm must satisfy following

condition.

lim sup
t!1

E½Ti;jðtÞ�
ln t

¼ b
KLðlðiÞ; lði�ÞÞ ; 8i; 8j ð9Þ

where KL represents the Kullback–Leibler divergence and

b� 1. For asymptotically optimal MAB algorithm, b = 1. It

has been proved analytically that the BUCB algorithms offer

higher value of b than other MAB algorithms which means

that the regret bounds of BUCB algorithm are superior than

that of existing algorithms. Another advantage of BUCB

algorithm is that BUCB selects the same frequency band

consecutively more frequently than the other algorithms.

This characteristic can also be used for proper estimation of

the transition probabilities when frequency band statistics

Algorithm 1: Frequency band characterization and selection using
Bayes-UCB algorithm for jth secondary user

Parameters: { } { }

Input: ( ) ( )

Output: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1. for =1 to do
2. if any frequency band not chosen once
3. ( ) s. t. ( ) = 0

4. if ( ) is vacant
5. Increment ( ) ( ) by 1
6. end
7. Increment ( ) ( ) and by 1
8. else
9. for = to H do
10. ( ) ( )

11. ( ) ( )

12.   for = 1 to do
13. Compute quality index using Eq. 8
14.   end
15. Select the band ( ) s.t. is max. value of
16. if ( ) is vacant
17. Increment ( ) ( ) by 1
18. = 1
19.   else
20. = 0
21. Increment ( ) ( ) by 1
22.   Select the band ( ) s.t. is max. value of
23.   if ( ) is vacant
24. Increment ( ) ( ) by
25 end
26. Increment ( ) ( ) by 1
27. end
28.   if collision occurs
29.   if ==1
30. Rj1 = rand(1, U)
31. else
32. Rj2 = rand(U+1,min(2U,C))
33. end
34. end
35. end
36. end
37. end
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follow Markovian model. However, utility of transition

probabilities for DMP is beyond the scope of this paper.

3.3 Regret bounds under proposed DMP

The proposed DMP is an integration of BUCB algorithm

with the proposed two-stage rank based frequency band

selection approach. Thus, the optimality of just BUCB

algorithm is not sufficient to prove the superiority of the

proposed DMP. In this section, upper and lower bounds on

the regret of the proposed DMP are derived and compared

with existing single stage DMP.

For ease of analysis, spectrum detector is considered as

perfect, i.e., no sensing error and lð1Þ� lð2Þ� lð3Þ
� � � � � lðCÞ. For any single-stage DMP for decentralized

network, lower and upper bounds on regret, RstðtÞ, satisfy

the following conditions [3]:

RstðtÞ�
XU

j¼1

XC

i¼Uþ1

½lðjÞ � lðiÞ� � E½Ti;jðtÞ� ð10Þ

RstðtÞ�
("

XU

j¼1

lðjÞ
XC

i¼Uþ1

E½Ti;jðtÞ�
#
þ E½MbðtÞ�

)

ð11Þ

where Ti;jðtÞ denotes the number of times frequency band,

i, has been selected by jth SU up to time slot t and MbðtÞ
denotes the total number of SU collisions over the subset of

frequency bands having U highest mean availability, i.e. l.

The subset of remaining frequency bands are referred to as

U-worst frequency bands.

Equation 10 gives the lower bound on the regret caused

by selection of the U-worst frequency band. The term

E½Ti;jðtÞ� in Eq. 10 represents the total time elapsed by any

SU, j ¼ 1; . . .;U, in any i 2 U-worst frequency band. The

first term in Eq. 11 refers to the loss of transmission

opportunities because of the selection of U-worst frequency

band, while the second term refers to the performance loss

because of the collisions among the active SUs in the U-

best frequency bands. The upper bound of first term

depends on BUCB algorithm and is given by [24],

E½Ti;jðtÞ� �
XU

k¼1

"
8:lnðtÞ

4ði; k�Þ2
þ 1 þ p2

3

#
ð12Þ

Here, 4ði; jÞ ¼ lðiÞ � lðjÞ: Hence, for OSA in a multiuser

decentralized network, minimization of number of colli-

sions, MbðtÞ in Eq. 11, among active SUs is important in

addition to the accurate estimation of frequency band

statistics.

For the proposed two-stage DMP, lower bound on the

regret, R(t), is given by

RðtÞ�RstðtÞ � c �
XU

j¼1

XC

i¼Uþ1

lðiÞ � E½Ti;jðtÞ� � ð1 � lðjÞÞ

ð13Þ

where the second term refers to the total reward received

when frequency band chosen in the first stage is occupied

and hence, SU selects another frequency band using the

rank, Rj2. It can be observed from Eqs. 11 to 13 that the

lower bound of the proposed DMP is better than single-

stage DMP as long as c is sufficiently high. Next, the upper

bound on regret, R(t), in the proposed two-stage DMP can

be given as,

RðtÞ�RstðtÞ

�
("

c
XU

j¼1

ð1 � lðjÞÞ
XC

i¼Uþ1

lðiÞ � E½Ti;jðtÞ�
#
þ E½MwðtÞ�

)

ð14Þ

where the first part of the second term indicates the total

reward received when frequency band chosen in the first

stage is occupied and hence, SU selects another frequency

band using the rank, Rj2 and MwðtÞ indicates the number of

collisions experienced by SUs when it chooses the fre-

quency band using the rank, Rj2. From Eq. 14, it can be

observed that the upper bound on regret in the proposed

DMP, R(t), is better than RstðtÞ if and only if

E½MwðtÞ�\
XU

j¼1

XU

i¼1

E½Ti;jðtÞ�ð1 � lðiÞÞ ð15Þ

Here, the second term refers to the number of times the

frequency band from U-best frequency band are observed

as occupied. This term is always greater than E½MwðtÞ� as

long as l corresponding to U-worst frequency bands are

non-zero. Otherwise, R(t) = RstðtÞ which also mean that

E½MwðtÞ� = 0.

4 Proposed USRP testbed

The proposed USRP testbed is demonstrated in Fig. 2

which is a significant up-gradation of the testbed depicted

in [31]. It is divided into two parts: (1) Left part consists of

primary user traffic generator and (2) Right part consists of

decision making policy (DMP) for secondary users.

4.1 Primary user traffic generator

The primary user traffic has been generated in the envi-

ronment of GNU Radio Companion (GRC) whereas the

hardware platform comprises of X310 USRP boards from

Ettus Research. The precise control of GRC on every
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parameter of the transmission chain in comparison to the

other environment is the main reason for its selection to

generate the primary user traffic. [31] can be referred for

more implementation details.

4.2 Decision making DMP for secondary users

Matlab/Simulink and X310 USRP boards from Ettus

Research have been chosen as the design environment for

the SU terminal.The USRP on the receiver side is tuned

such that it can receive the signals of bandwidth 1 MHz

centred at 433.5 MHz, the frequency at which signal has

been transmitted from the USRP on the transmitter side.

After receiving the signal, it is down-sampled and then

digitized. After that, it is passed to the decision making

stage consisting of the spectrum detector and decision

making policy implemented using simulink.

The illustrative version of the proposed simulink model

for SUs with baseband processing sub-system is shown in

Fig. 3 and detailed model of the baseband sub-system in

Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig 3, signal

received on 256 sub-carries is averaged over the symbol

interval and passed to the baseband sub-system which

consists of synchronization unit, spectrum detector and

various DMPs. The outputs of the baseband sub-system are

processed in order to display and stored them in the desired

form for result analysis.

The first task of the baseband sub-system is to syn-

chronize the transmitter and receiver. This synchronization

is done by switching the first frequency band from vacant

to occupied state or vice-versa in each time slot by the

transmitter. Transitions between the OFDM symbols can

be detected by the SUs with the help of such deterministic

transitions. In addition, synchronization of the energy

detection phase can also be achieved on an entire OFDM

symbol of the primary traffic with such deterministic

transitions. Though existing synchronization mechanism

does not affect the performance of the DMP, the design of

an efficient synchronization mechanism is a part of ongo-

ing work.

The detailed version of DMP sub-system of baseband is

shown on the right hand side of Fig. 4. For clarity purpose,

only single DMP with energy detector is shown. The

sensing errors may occur [32] as the selected energy

detector is non-ideal. It is considered that SU transmits

over the selected frequency band if it is sensed as vacant,

whereas if multiple SUs select the same frequency band,

then all such users are considered to suffer collision and

thus unable to transmit any data. In case of multiple SUs in

the network, each SU is implemented in simulink inde-

pendently with their respective DMP. Moreover, the

assumption of perfect sensing in the existing literature is a

false notion in real radio conditions. Thus, with the help of

our proposed USRP testbed consisting the non-ideal

spectrum detectors, the performance of different DMPs can

be analysed in presence of sensing errors.

5 Simulation results and analysis

In this section, we present the simulation results to evaluate

and compare the proposed DMP with the qRAND [3] and

DLF [19, 20] in terms of number of collision free trans-

missions and number of collisions. Since the performance

of TDFS [17] is observed to be close to that of qRAND and

also the performance of DLF has been proved better than

TDFS in [20] , TDFS is not included in the comparison for

clarity of the plots. Furthermore, to analyse the effect of

MAB algorithms on the performance of DMP, new DMPs

have been designed by replacing the UCB algorithm used

in qRAND with the KLUCB and BUCB algorithms. All the

simulations are carried out using the Matlab and add-on

Primary User Traffic Generator using GNU Radio

Tx. USRP Rx. USRP

SUs with DMP using Matlab/Simulink

Spectrum Analyzer

Antenna

Fig. 2 Proposed USRP based testbed for analysis of the performance of DMPs using real radio signals and non-ideal spectrum detectors
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toolboxes including Communications System Toolbox and

Global Optimization Toolbox. Energy detector is assumed

as non-ideal and implemented via statistical models for

given probability of detection and probability of false

alarms. The simulation parameters we have considered are

C = 8 and U = 4 with four distinct cases of different

combinations of the probability of availability of the fre-

quency bands, Pavail, and the probability of detection, Pd .

1. Case 1 Pavail: [0.20 0.30 0.80 0.70 0.50 0.10 0.60 0.40]

and Pd = 0.95

2. Case 2 Pavail: [0.15 0.45 0.05 0.65 0.25 0.85 0.35 0.75]

and Pd = 0.95

3. Case 3 Pavail: [0.20 0.30 0.80 0.70 0.50 0.10 0.60 0.40]

and Pd = 0.75

4. Case 4 Pavail: [0.15 0.45 0.05 0.65 0.25 0.85 0.35 0.75]

and Pd = 0.75

Probability of false alarm, Pfa, is fixed and equal to 0.05.

All the SUs implement the same DMP without any infor-

mation exchange among them. Each numerical result

shown in the analysis is obtained after averaging the values

over 10 independent experiments and simulations over a

time horizon of 10,000 iterations.

The plots for comparison of collision free transmissions

in [3] with UCB, BUCB and KLUCB algorithms, the

proposed DMP and DLF [19, 20] are shown in Figs. 5 and

6. Figure 5(a), (b) show the number of collision free

transmissions in % with respect to genie-aided DMP for

U = 2 and U = 4, respectively. Note that the solid lines

correspond to Case 1 while marker corresponds to Case 3.

Similarly, for different frequency band distribution,

Fig. 6(a), (b) show the number of collision free transmis-

sions in % with respect to genie-aided DMP for U = 2 and

U = 4, respectively. Note that solid lines correspond to

Case 2 while marker corresponds to Case 4. From Figs. 5

and 6, it can be observed that the number of collision free

transmissions in DMPs using KLUCB [26] and BUCB

[4, 24] algorithms are almost same but they offer superior

performance than that of UCB based DMP [3] and the DLF

[19, 20]. Also, DLF [19, 20] offers higher number of col-

lision free transmissions than qRAND using UCB based

DMP [3]. Furthermore, the proposed DMP outperforms all

the existing DMPs in all the cases. Furthermore, sensing

errors do not have significant effect on the performance of

DMPs since the plots with different values of Pd for a

given Pavail are almost overlapping. This is important since

the sensing errors depend on the type of detectors, envi-

ronmental conditions etc. and the DMP should be immune

to these factors.

Next, number of collision free transmissions in % w.r.t.

genie-aided DMP averaged for U = {1, 2, 3, 4} are shown

in Fig. 7(a). It can be observed that the proposed DMP
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outperforms all the existing DMPs for all the cases. Since

the regret bounds of BUCB algorithm are superior than that

of other existing algorithms and it selects the same fre-

quency band consecutively more frequently than the other

algorithms, it can also be observed that the DMPs using

Bayesian MAB algorithm i.e. [3] using BUCB as well as

the proposed DMP offer higher number of collision free

transmissions proving it a superior choice over UCB

algorithm for OSA in multi-user decentralized networks.

Numerically, average spectrum utilization because of the

primary users was only 55%. DMP in [3] using UCB,

BUCB, KLUCB, DLF and the proposed DMP have

increased spectrum utilization to 75, 77, 76.7, 76 and 81%

respectively. This means that improvement in average

spectrum utilization because of the proposed DMP is 9%

more than that due to [3]. One of the reason for superior

performance of the proposed policy is the two stage

approach which offers higher number of transmission

opportunities. Another reason is the clustering of frequency

bands for first access and second access in order to maxi-

mize the number of successful transmission in the first

access. However, higher the number of transmission

attempts, higher is the probability of collisions among SUs.

In Fig. 7(b), the number of collisions among SUs

averaged over U = {1, 2, 3, 4} are compared. Since, col-

lision cause the waste of battery power required for tasks

related to data processing and transmission, hardware

reconfiguration etc., number of collisions should be mini-

mal. Numerically, SUs employing the proposed DMP, the

existing DMP in [3] using BUCB and KLUCB, DLF suf-

fers 58.5, 67.2, 68, 62% less collisions than [3], respec-

tively. The number of collisions in the proposed DMP are

slightly higher than BUCB and KLUCB algorithm based

DMPs and DLF. This is mainly due to the proposed fre-

quency band clustering and rank based approach. Also the

difference is not substantial considering the probability of

collision in the two-stage DMP is double than that of sin-

gle-stage DMP as in two-stage DMP, frequency bands are

selected in two sub-slots and there is equal possibility of

collision among the SUs in each sub-slot. This reduction in

number of collisions in the proposed DMP is due to smart

division of frequency bands which eventually leads to

fewer number of collisions. Slightly higher number colli-

sions than DMP in [20] can be considered as the penalty

incurred to achieve higher average spectrum utilization (i.e.

number of collision free transmission opportunities) which

is the main motivation behind cognitive radio network.

6 Experimental results and analysis

Experimental results to validate and compare the proposed

DMP with the qRAND [3] on the proposed testbed is pre-

sented in this section. The comparison is limited to two
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DMPs due to speed and bandwidth constraints of Matlab/

Simulink and USRP. Due to the hardware constraints,the

DMP in [19, 20] i.e. DLF is not included in the comparison

plot. For experimental results, consider C = 8 with two

different sets of Pavail same as those in Case 1 and Case 2 in

Sect. 5. For C = 8 and transmission bandwidth of 1 MHz,

the frequency band bandwidth is 125 KHz since C = 8. All

the numerical results shown in this Section are obtained by

averaging the values over 10 independent experiments on

the proposed USRP testbed over a time horizon of 2000

iterations i.e. 2000 time slots for each SU is considered for

each experiment and one time slot corresponds to one

second. Similar to the simulated results, all SUs implement

the same DMP but do not communicate among them.

The plots for comparison of collision free transmissions

in [3] with UCB, BUCB and KLUCB algorithms and the

proposed DMP are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. For Case 1,

Fig. 8(a), (b) show the number of collision free transmis-

sions, S(t), in % with respect to genie-aided DMP for U = 2

and U = 4, respectively. Similarly, for Case 2, Fig. 9(a),

(b) show the number of collision free transmissions in %

with respect to genie-aided DMP for U = 2 and U = 4,

respectively. From Figs. 8 and 9, it can be observed that

the DMPs using KLUCB [26] and BUCB [4, 24] algo-

rithms perform better than that of the UCB algorithm based

DMP [3, 29] and also the proposed DMP outperforms all

the existing DMPs.

Figure 10(a) shows the number of collision free trans-

missions in % w.r.t. genie-aided DMP averaged for U = {1,

2, 3, 4}. Being a two-stage approach, the proposed DMP

offers higher number of transmission opportunities and

thus performs significantly better than the existing DMP in

[3] for all cases as evident from Fig. 10(a). Also, the pro-

posed two- stage Bayesian MAB is proved to be better
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choice over the existing DMPs for OSA in multi-user

decentralized networks. Numerically, average spectrum

utilization because of the primary users was only 55%.

DMP in [3] using UCB, BUCB, KLUCB and proposed

DMP have increased spectrum utilization to 79.5, 83.2,

82.5 and 84.3% respectively in comparison to the 55%

spectrum utilization by the primary user. This means that

the improvement in average spectrum utilization because

of the proposed DMP (53.3%) is about 9% more than that

due to [3] (44.5%). It verifies that the proposed DMP

increases the average spectrum utilization and hence,

proves to be better in comparison to the existing DMPs for

different traffic distributions. One of the reason for superior

performance of the proposed policy is the two stage

approach which offers higher number of transmission

opportunities. However, another important reason is the

clustering of frequency bands for first access and second

access in order to maximize the number of successful

transmission in the first attempt.

Due to the proposed frequency band clustering and rank

based approach, in Fig. 10(b), the number of collisions

suffered by all SUs averaged over U = {1, 2, 3, 4} are

compared for frequency band distributions in Case 1 and

Case 2. Numerically, SUs employing the proposed DMP,

the existing DMP in [3] using BUCB and KLUCB suffers

54.9, 43.6 and 53.9% less collisions than [3], respectively.

Thus,reduction of number of collisions in the proposed

DMP makes it appropriate for resource constrained battery

operated SU terminals. The computational complexity of

KLUCB is the highest and it is based on optimization
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approach whereas the complexity of BUCB is slightly

lesser than that of UCB [24]. On the basis of the experi-

mental results, we argue that in multi-user decentralized

network, the proposed DMP for OSA using the Bayesian

MAB algorithm is superior.

7 Conclusions and future works

In this paper, a new two-stage decision making policy

(DMP) using Bayesian Upper Confidence Bound algorithm

has been proposed for opportunistic spectrum access in

multi-user decentralized wireless networks. The proposed

DMP outperforms the existing policy in terms of average

spectrum utilization and number of collisions among sec-

ondary users. Furthermore, we showed that sensing errors

do not have any significant effect on the DMPs. From the

hardware implementation of proposed policy on USRP

testbed, it has also been shown that the experimental results

closely match the simulated results. Future work include

the design of DMP for large size heterogeneous networks

and extension of DMP for RF energy harvesting enabled

secondary user terminals.
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